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Abstract

Utilizing language models (LMs) without inter-
nal access is becoming an attractive paradigm
in the field of NLP as many cutting-edge LMs
are released through APIs and boast a mas-
sive scale. The de-facto method in this type
of black-box scenario is known as prompting,
which has shown progressive performance en-
hancements in situations where data labels are
scarce or unavailable. Despite their efficacy,
they still fall short in comparison to fully su-
pervised counterparts and are generally brittle
to slight modifications. In this paper, we pro-
pose Clustering-Enhanced Linear Discrimina-
tive Analysis (CELDA), a novel approach that
improves the text classification accuracy with
a very weak-supervision signal (i.e., name of
the labels). Our framework draws a precise de-
cision boundary without accessing weights or
gradients of the LM model or data labels. The
core ideas of CELDA are twofold: (1) extract-
ing a refined pseudo-labeled dataset from an un-
labeled dataset, and (2) training a lightweight
and robust model on the top of LM, which
learns an accurate decision boundary from an
extracted noisy dataset. Throughout in-depth
investigations on various datasets, we demon-
strated that CELDA reaches new state-of-the-
art in weakly-supervised text classification and
narrows the gap with a fully-supervised model.
Additionally, our proposed methodology can
be applied universally to any LM and has the
potential to scale to larger models, making it a
more viable option for utilizing large LMs.

1 Introduction

Large-scale language models (LMs) have been a
driving force behind a series of breakthroughs in
the machine-learning community. Despite their pre-
eminence in wide applications, large LMs are often
costly or infeasible to fine-tune as many distributed
large models, such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020),
are provided in a black-box manner, which only
allows limited access through commercial APIs.
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Figure 1: Text classification accuracy on 4 benchmark
datasets on T5 (11B). CELDA significantly improves
the performance without model adaptation or labeled
data closing the gap with fully labeled methods.

To circumvent the explicit adaptation of the mod-
els, many recent research leverage prompting, a
training-free approach that elicits desired predic-
tions from LMs by curating input into a more con-
ceivable form. By doing so, prompting has shown
remarkable improvements in data-scarce scenarios
(i.e., zero-shot, few-shot), reminiscing the potential
of large LMs as a universal, off-the-shelf solution
for diverse tasks. Yet, it is still premature as their
performance lags far behind the fine-tuned model
and displays fragility to negligible changes (Lu
et al., 2022; Perez et al., 2021).

In this paper, we aim to bridge this gap by uti-
lizing an unlabeled dataset without adapting the
model and propose Clustering-Enhanced Linear
Discriminative Analysis (CELDA) that maximizes
the potential of black-box language models fur-
ther. CELDA enhances text classification perfor-
mance by training a lightweight module stacked
on the top of LM. The improvement is a result
of attaining the following two key objectives: (1)
composing a highly reliable pseudo-labeled dataset
with black-box LM. (2) training a compact but ro-
bust model with the previously composed dataset
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(pseudo-labels). We accomplish the first goal by
sorting out some uncertain data points via clus-
tering the features from LM. We draw inspiration
from recent findings (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2020;
Cho et al., 2023) that LM effectively groups seman-
tically similar sentences into clusters. Furthermore,
we achieve the latter objective by employing Linear
Discriminative Analysis (LDA) which is efficient in
terms of parameter requirements and robust against
spurious inputs (Murphy, 2022). The mentioned
characteristics of LDA have strong compatibility
with our training dataset, considering the presence
of noise and its reduced scale.

To verify our method, we compare with recently
proposed state-of-the-art methods on 8 different
text classification datasets, spanning from binary
to multi-class tasks (maximum 150 classes). More-
over, we also report the performance of baseline
LDA when the data labels are fully available, serv-
ing as the upper bound performance. As illustrated
in Figure 1, our method significantly outperforms
the precedently proposed prompting-based zero-
shot learning (ZSL) method (Hu et al., 2021) and
closes the gap between fully labeled methods.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose dubbed CELDA, a novel weakly-
supervised learning framework for black-box lan-
guage models that consistently outperforms other
competing methods and close the gap between fully
fine-tuned model.
(2) CELDA has the potential to scale to larger mod-
els, whereas performance often saturates in ZSL
methods, and existing weakly-supervised learning
methods often require additional model tuning.
(3) CELDA proves to be a highly effective active
learner, capable of tackling even the most challeng-
ing tasks previously faced by ZSL or WSL methods
with minimal human-in-loop labeling.

2 Related Work

Zero-shot learning aims to identify the class label
of the input sentence by relying on weak super-
vision information from metadata, such as the de-
scription of the task and the name of the class labels.
ZSL methods inference test input instantly without
any dataset or explicit training. Specifically, most
ZSL works (Holtzman et al., 2021; Zhao et al.,
2021; Min et al., 2022; Schick and Schütze, 2021)
utilize the likelihood of manually designed verbal-
izers relying on the language model’s capability
to predict the probability of the [MASK] word (bi-

directional models) or next token (auto-regressive
models).

Additionally, most recent research in ZSL uti-
lizes external knowledge bases or corpus (Lyu et al.,
2022; Shi et al., 2022; Hong et al., 2022). Lyu et al.
(2022) retrieves semantically similar samples from
the additional corpus and labels them randomly.
Shi et al. (2022) employs automatically expanded
fuzzy verbalizers to converge the mapping between
the verbalizer tokens and the class labels. Hong
et al. (2022) additionally uses semantically similar
sentences from supplementary corpora to compen-
sate for the poorly described labels.
Weakly-supervised learning approaches, unlike
ZSL methods, generally require an unlabeled
dataset relevant to the target task and re-train the
backbone model. Generally, most WSL studies
(Meng et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2021; Fei et al., 2022b) utilize keywords from meta-
data (e.g., name of each class) to annotate unla-
beled datasets and iteratively re-train models with
the pseudo-labeled dataset.

Namely, X-class (Wang et al., 2021) incremen-
tally adds several similar words to each class until
in-consistency arises and utilizes the weighted av-
erage of contextualized word representations to
retrieve the most confident documents from each
cluster to train a text classifier. SimPTC (Fei et al.,
2022b) trains a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
on top of the LM’s representations, similar to our
approach in that it utilizes Gaussian distribution to
fit the model. While effective, most WSL methods
are challenging to utilize in black-box scenarios
as they often require direct model tuning or are
tailored for a particular language model.
Black-box tuning is a research field aiming to
maximize downstream task performance without
accessing weights or gradients of the model, which
has diverse potential and benefits. Black-box tuned
models can process mixed-task input batch with a
single model as it circumvents the explicit model re-
training phase. Furthermore, it can leverage some
commercial models available only through APIs
(Brown et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2021) or even when
models are too large (Zhang et al., 2022; Scao et al.,
2022) to optimize directly.

In this scenario, the prevailing paradigms are:
(1) manipulating the input text or (2) training a
lightweight model on top of the final representa-
tions from the model. Specifically, the most recent
work utilizes the language model’s ability to learn
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in-context (Brown et al., 2020) and tailors the input
through appending templates or few-shot samples
(i.e., demonstrations) to the original inputs. Addi-
tionally, some studies (Diao et al., 2022; Sun et al.,
2022) attempt to find the optimal prompt for the
task without explicitly calculating the gradient.

3 Preliminary

3.1 Scenario & Problem Formulation

Our research aims to improve text classification
without using dataset labels and accessing LM’s pa-
rameters or gradients. Namely, LM only serves as
a fixed text encoder function LM(·), which outputs
an n-dimensional continuous latent representation
h ∈ H = [0, 1]n from input x: h = LM(x). And
let the label space be Y = {0, 1, · · · , |Y|}, where
|Y| is total cardinality of label space. Then, our
goal is to build a classifier fcls : H 7→ Y which
maps encoded features to proper classes with an
unlabeled dataset D = {xi}ki=1 and weak super-
vision signal (i.e., natural language name for each
class).

3.2 Prompt-tuning

Prompt-tuning projects an input sequence x into a
label space Y via LM’s capability to fill the [MASK]
token. For instance, suppose we have to classify
the binary sentiment (label 0: positive, label 1:
negative) of the sentence. Given input sentence
x = A great movie., we first transform the x into a
cloze question through template:

xt = A [Mask] review. A great movie.

Then we feed templified input xt to LM and extract
the likelihood of the [MASK] token. To convert the
probability of extracted token into a label proba-
bility, we employ a verbalizer V , a few selected
tokens from the whole vocabulary, and map them
into corresponding label space V 7→ Y . Specifi-
cally from the previous example, we can design a
verbalizer utilizing a weak-supervision signal (i.e.,
name of each class) as follows:

V0 = {positive},V1 = {negative}. (1)

Note that some recent studies have expanded the
verbalizer words in Eq. 1 to multiple words by uti-
lizing extra knowledge, such as ConceptNet (Speer
et al., 2017) or WordNet (Miller, 1995), to make
more accurate predictions. Then, for input xt, we

measure the probability distribution of the label
P (y|xt) utilizing verbalizer ∪y∈YVy = V :

P (y|xt) =

∑
w∈Vy

LM([MASK] = w|xt)
∑

Vi∈V
∑

v∈Vi
LM([MASK] = v|xt)

(2)
Finally, we compare the probability of p(y = 0)
and p(y = 1) in the [Mask] token and annotates
input x with label 0.

3.3 Linear Discriminative Analysis

LDA belongs to the generative classifier family
which estimates the class probability of the input
indirectly. Unlike discriminative classifier, which
directly models the class posterior p(y = c|x),
LDA predicts x via bayes rule:

p(y = c|x) = p(x|y = c)p(y = c)

Σc′∈Yp(x|y = c′)p(y = c′)
.

LDA assumes the class conditional densities fol-
low multivariate Gaussian distribution with tied
covariance over classes:

p(x|y = c) = N (x|µc,Σ)

Then the corresponding label probability (poste-
rior) has the following form:

p(y = c|x) ∝ πc N (x|µc,Σ)

∝ N (x|µc,Σ).

The prior distribution πc = p(y = c) can be ig-
nored as it is independent to c.
Train: To fit the LDA model, we have to esti-
mate the Normal distribution of the target space
N (µ,Σ) from the available datasetD. Particularly,
LDA estimates the distribution by employing MLE,
which consists of empirical class mean µ̂c and tied
covariance Σ̂.

µ̂c =
1

|Dc|
∑

n∈Dc

xn,

Σ̂ =
1

|D|
c∈Y∑

c=1

∑

n∈Dc

(xn − µ̂c)(xn − µ̂c)
T.

Inference: After training the trainable parameters,
we can compute the probability of the class label
through Mahalanobis distance dmah which mea-
sures the distance between the data point x and
the estimated distribution N (µ̂, Σ̂):
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Figure 2: Illustration of § 4.1, 4.2 stage in CELDA. We (1) extract pseudo label and latent feature pair from
unlabeled data, and (2) discard some uncertain data points.

ŷ = M(x) = argmax
c

log p(y = c|x)

= argmax
c

[
log πc −

1

2
dmah(x,µc; Σ) + C

]

= argmin
c

dmah(x,µc; Σ),

where M refers to a trained LDA model and
dmah(x,µc; Σ) = (xn − µ̂c)

TΣ−1(xn − µ̂c).

4 CELDA

We introduce CELDA, Clustering-enhanced Lin-
ear Discriminative Analysis which enhances the
text classification ability of black-box LMs without
labels. CELDA first (1) consists pseudo labeled
dataset by passing an unlabeled dataset to LM(·) and
extracts high-quality representation and pseudo-
label pair as introduced in § 3.2. Then, we (2)
refine the pseudo labeled dataset into a small sub-
set dataset dubbed a certain dataset by leveraging
clustering and the concept of entropy. (Figure 2
illustrates the (1), (2) stage of CELDA training.)
Finally, (3) we recursively train a third-party LDA
module stacked on LM with the certain dataset,
which learns a precise decision boundary from the
noisy dataset.

4.1 Pre-processing

CELDA first passes the unlabeled dataset D =
{xi}ki=1 to LM to extract the information required

to train LDA. Specifically, we pass templified sen-
tence xt to LM(·) and extract hlast, hverb, and ŷ.
Each notation refers to a mean-pooled last layer
hidden representation hlast, the verbalizer proba-
bility distribution of the [Mask] token hverb, and
its corresponding pseudo-label ŷ. CELDA em-
ploys two different representations the hlast and
hverb since they retain complementary information
which might be beneficial in learning a precise de-
cision boundary. Namely, the former encapsulates
rich information, including semantics and syntactic
information, and the latter possesses specific prob-
ability distribution of [Mask] token. To maximize
the capability of hverb, we expand the verbalizer
in Eq. 1 into predefined multiple words following
Hu et al. (2021). Finally, we concatenate both rep-
resentations to derive a single final representation
h:

h = [∥hlast∥2 ⊕ hverbal]. (3)

We apply L-2 normalization to hlast before concate-
nation to synchronize the range with the representa-
tion provided by the verbalizer (ranging from 0 to
1). Finally, we construct the pseudo labeled dataset
Dpseudo = {hi, ŷi}ki=1, for the next training phase.
After this pre-processing step, we no longer use the
LM, which tremendously reduces computational
cost in training.

4.2 Data Cleansing with Cluster Entropy

The objective of this training phase is to filter out
the uncertain data samples in Dpseudo to create
a more reliable dataset, Dclean. To achieve this
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goal, we utilize clustering on the representations
h based on the previous findings that the LM’s
features are grouped with semantically similar sen-
tences. Specifically, we employ KMeans to cluster
the pseudo-labeled dataset Dpseudo into K clusters.
And let hij be the representation belonging to the
ith cluster Ki and j be the index of the sample
in the cluster. From each cluster, we estimate the
pseudo-label probability distribution within each
cluster Pki(Y):

PKi(Y = y) =
|S|
|Ki|

,

where S = {s ∈ ŷi|ŷi = y} and i, y denotes
cluster index and label index, respectively.

Then we measure the entropy weight (EW) of
each cluster to estimate their uncertainty:

EW(Ki) =
1− NormEnt(Ki)∑

j∈K(1− NormEnt(Kj))
, (4)

NormEnt(Ki) = −
∑

l∈Y pKi(l) log pKi(l)

log |C| .

EW increases when the samples within a cluster
tend to have the same label, but decreases other-
wise. By setting a threshold, τ , we are able to select
a portion of certain clusters Kclean while removing
several uncertain clusters.

Kclean = {Ki ∈ K| EW(Ki) ≥ τ} (5)

Furthermore, we eliminate samples in the cluster
that do not conform to the majority pseudo labels
within the cluster and create the final certain dataset
Dclean:

Dclean = {Ki ∈ Kclean|ŷij = argmax
y∈Y

PKi(Y)}
(6)

And we utilize the Dclean to train LDA. Figure 2
illustrates § 4.1, 4.2 stage of CELDA.

4.3 LDA Training

Utilizing the filtered dataset Dclean from prior step,
we finally fit the parameters of LDA through MLE
as introduced in § 3.3. To further improve LDA,
we recursively train LDA by updating the pseudo
labels with the trained model and repeating the pre-
vious data cleansing steps based on the assumption
that the trained LDA produces more precise pseudo
labels. To prevent the model from oscillating or

Algorithm 1: CELDA Training.
Input: unlabeled dataset D, a language

model LM, pre-defined verbalizer V ,
LDA model M

Step 1: Pre-processing
Dp = {}
for x ∈ D do

1a. get embedding h← Eq.3;
2a. get pseudo-label ŷ← Eq.2;
Dp = Dp ∪ (h, ŷ);

Return Dp;
Step 2: Data Cleansing & LDA training
for until convergence. do

1b. run KMeans on Dp with k = K
until converge;

2b. data cleansing Dc← Eq.5, 6;
3b. train M with Dc;
for (h, ŷ) ∈ Dp do

4b. ŷ = M(h)←update label ;

Output: A trained LDA classifier M .

diverging in iterative training, we employ moving
average (MA):

µ̂t+1 =
t− 1

t
µ̂t−1 +

1

t
µ̂t,

Σ̂t+1 =
t− 1

t
Σ̂t−1 +

1

t
Σ̂t,

where t indicates timestamp (current epoch). If the
updated label does not deviate beyond a specific
ratio δ from the previous label, we terminate the
training process judging the model has converged.
The overall procedure of CELDA is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

As previously discussed in § 3.3, LDA is a vari-
ation of Gaussian Discriminative Analysis (GDA)
that utilizes shared covariance among classes, re-
sulting in a reduction of parameters from O(|Y|d2)
to O(|Y|d). Despite the potential negative impact
on performance compared to GDA when data is
abundant and clean, LDA possesses several benefi-
cial properties, such as the ability to fit the model
with fewer samples and greater robustness to noisy
labels (Murphy, 2022). Thus, the reduced param-
eters in LDA prevent overfitting and improve the
model’s ability to adapt to the test dataset, in con-
trast to other Gaussian-based approaches that are
prone to overfitting and yields a poor performance
in test cases, as will be demonstrated in our follow-
ing experiments. The mentioned characteristics of
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LDA are highly valuable in our scenario, where
the training dataset is noisy and a portion of the
available data is discarded during the previous data
cleansing stage.

5 Experiments

5.1 Backbone & Datasets
We adopt T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) as the main back-
bone of our experiments which is fairly large (up-
to 11 billion parameters) and open-sourced. Fur-
thermore, we report additional experimental re-
sults with SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021) supervised
RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) in the Appendix.
To investigate the performance of each method
in many different scenarios, we carefully select 8
datasets 1: AGNews, DBPedia, IMDb, SST2, Ama-
zon, Yahoo, Banking77, and CLINC. The statistics
of datasets used in the experiments are reported in
Table 1. To evaluate each method in stable condi-
tions, we report the average accuracy of 5 different
seeds (13, 27, 250, 583, 915) along with the corre-
sponding standard deviation of 5 runs as a model
performance.

5.2 Experimental Configurations
For all experiments, we utilize KMeans clustering
with euclidean distance, and set the number of clus-
ters to K = |Y| × 16 except binary classification
task. For binary classification tasks, we encoun-
tered an issue where the number of clusters became
significantly smaller compared to the size of the
total dataset. As a solution, we opted to use a rela-
tively large value for K = |Y| × 64. Furthermore,
we set maximum tokenizer length and exit thresh-
old δ adaptively depending on the dataset size. And
we utilized the same template and verbalizer for
every task from Openprompt (Ding et al., 2021).
Detailed configurations (i.e., templates, verbalizer)
and our computation environments are stipulated
in the Appendix.

5.3 Competing Methods
We compare our methods with state-of-the-art zero-
shot text classification methods and several base-
line fully supervised methods:

• LDA (full): We report the accuracy of the
baseline LDA model trained on the top of LM
representations with a fully-annotated dataset,
which serve as our upper bound.

1The detailed descriptions and references of each dataset
are stipulated in the Appendix.

Datasets # Train # Test # Cls

DBPedia 560,000 70,000 14
Yahoo 1,400,000 60,000 10
AGNews 120,000 7,600 4
SST2 6,920 1,821 2
Amazon 3,600,000 400,000 2
IMDb 25,000 25,000 2
Banking77 10,003 3,080 77
CLINC 15,250 550 150

Table 1: Dataset statistics

• PET: Pattern-Exploiting Training (Schick and
Schütze, 2021) is a baseline zero-shot prompt-
ing method that transforms an input into a
cloze-task and utilizes a single-word verbal-
izer to label data sample.

• KPT: Knowledge Prompt-Tuning (KPT) (Hu
et al., 2022) is a multi-word verbalizer expan-
sion of PET that extracts multi-words simi-
lar to the original label name from external
knowledge bases.

• SimPTC: (Fei et al., 2022b) iteratively trains
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) on top
of the LM’s representations from the initial
pseudo labels with E&M algorithm, which
measures the similarity between the anchor
embedding and data sample.

5.4 Main Results
Table 2 reports the performance of CELDA and
other competing methods on 6 benchmarks with
3 LMs of varying size (770M to 11B). From the
results, we share following observations:
(1) Significant performance of CELDA: Our
method consistently outperforms other competing
methods by a large margin in varying language
models. Additionally, another black-box WSL
method (SimPTC) often fails to reach a stable con-
vergence point and performance drops as the train-
ing continues2. This is because they estimate the
class-specialized covariance matrix resulting in ex-
ponential growth of the model parameter. Thus
SimPTC’s decision boundary does not align well
with the test distribution meaning that the model
is prone to overfitting. We delve into this phe-
nomenon in detail in the Appendix. However, our
method constantly exhibits better performance and

2Experimental setup in SimPTC paper utilizes both train
and test dataset in training stage, unlike ours.
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T5-Large (770M)

Setting Method DBPedia (14) Yahoo (10) AGNews (4) SST2 (2) Amazon (2) IMDb (2)

Full LDA 98.72 72.40 91.37 92.09 96.05 94.28

ZSL
PET 62.14 ± 0.0 34.00 ± 0.0 54.37 ± 0.0 69.96 ± 0.0 78.47 ± 0.1 77.96 ± 0.0

KPT 81.69 ± 0.6 62.32 ± 0.4 84.79 ± 0.8 82.70 ± 0.4 87.22 ± 0.7 83.71 ± 0.6

WSL
SimPTC 68.49 ± 0.1 47.9 ± 0.1 87.01 ± 0.0 68.48 ± 0.0 94.75 ± 0.1 92.74 ± 0.0

CELDA 84.47 ± 0.3 68.88 ± 0.1 90.03 ± 0.2 89.40 ± 0.5 94.70 ± 0.1 91.70 ± 0.1

T5 (3B)

Full LDA 98.75 73.73 92.11 94.23 96.74 95.35

ZSL
PET 62.11 ± 0.0 32.07 ± 0.0 46.36 ± 0.0 70.29 ± 0.0 68.84 ± 0.1 77.38 ± 0.0

KPT 82.78 ± 0.2 62.17 ± 0.2 86.03 ± 0.3 86.05 ± 0.1 84.15 ± 0.5 81.93 ± 1.3

WSL
SimPTC 68.60 ± 0.2 50.20 ± 0.3 87.54 ± 0.1 89.79± 0.1 95.99 ± 0.1 94.46 ± 0.0

CELDA 85.11 ± 1.5 70.35 ± 0.1 90.18 ± 0.3 92.42 ± 0.1 96.08 ± 0.1 94.55 ± 0.0

T5 (11B)

Full LDA 98.87 73.64 92.21 94.51 97.03 95.88

ZSL
PET 65.47 ± 0.0 39.66 ± 0.0 62.51 ± 0.0 71.00 ± 0.0 71.58 ± 0.1 71.78 ± 0.0

KPT 83.45 ± 1.0 63.34 ± 0.2 86.09 ± 0.6 86.46 ± 0.1 88.03± 0.4 84.08 ± 1.2

WSL
SimPTC 69.83 ± 0.1 51.02 ± 0.5 88.61 ± 0.1 88.58 ± 0.0 96.42 ± 0.0 95.02 ± 0.0

CELDA 86.88 ± 0.3 71.38 ± 0.6 90.29 ± 0.3 94.23 ± 0.4 96.78 ± 0.0 95.61 ± 0.0

Table 2: Experimental results on 6 benchmarks. Best method (except full LDA) for each dataset is indicated in bold.
Full, ZSL, and WSL indicates fully supervised, zero-shot learning, and weakly-supervised learning, respectively.
Our methods surpasses other compared methods and close the gap with fully supervised method.

can capture precise decision boundaries without
overfitting. An additional noteworthy observation
is that CELDA approaches the fully supervised
LDA with a small spread on most benchmarks.
(2) Scalability of CELDAto large models: Ad-
ditionally, our method demonstrates scalability to
large models, meaning the performance of CELDA
improves as the scale of the LM grows. Other
methods are not scalable since the performance of
ZSL method easily saturates and displays insignif-
icant improvement, and other well-performing
WSL methods often require explicit model train-
ing. However, the performance of CELDA method
improves with the larger language model, which
indicates that our method exploits the high quality
representations from the larger model quite prop-
erly.

6 Analysis

We conduct an in-depth investigation of CELDA to
elucidate its underlying mechanism in conjunction
with our intuitions. For all analysis experiments,
we utilize T5-large as a backbone model.

Model Accuracy

Vanilla Prompting (PET) 80.96
+ LDA 84.49

+ Recursive train 85.45
+ multi-verbalizer 88.10

+ feature augmentation 88.57

+ data cleansing (CELDA) 90.03

Table 3: Component-wise ablation study in CELDA

6.1 Ablations

We carry out ablation studies in several aspects
to further explore the effectiveness of the main
components in our approach:
Component ablation: To validate our model de-
sign, we conducted a component-wise ablation
study on the AGNews dataset, where we sequen-
tially added each component in CELDA. From Ta-
ble 3, we confirmed that our components improve
the overall performance progressively. Specifically,
as mentioned § 3.3, LDA learns a more precise de-
cision from a noisy labeled dataset, and recursive
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Figure 3: Filtered dataset has more accurate data samples while the accuracy of dropped samples exhibits poor
performance. Setting a high strong threshold increases the pseudo label accuracy but the overall performance drops.

training also gives marginal improvement. More-
over, utilizing a multi-word verbalizer as in Hu et al.
(2022) and augmenting their logit representation
increases the overall performance. Finally, apply-
ing our clustering-based data cleansing approach
improves the performance further and yields the
best performance.
Effectiveness of data cleansing: We scrutinize
our clustering-based filtering module in various as-
pects to verify its efficacy. Firstly, we compare
the quality of both datasets: One that has survived
after the data filtering stage (survived dataset for
abbreviation) and the other that has been dropped
(dropped dataset for short). Figure 3a illustrates
the accuracy when the cluster filtering threshold
τ changes. From the figure, we verified that our
survived dataset has more accurate data samples,
while the accuracy of dropped samples lags far be-
hind survived dataset. Moreover, setting a stronger
threshold τ increases the pseudo-label accuracy
of the survived dataset and reaches a near-clean
dataset, but the overall performance drops. It im-
plies that giving strong conditions discards even
meaningful samples, which is beneficial in training.
As a support, we can verify that the accuracy of the
dropped dataset also increases with a higher τ , and
the total number of the survived sample decreases,
as shown in Figure 3b.

6.2 Impact of Initial Pseudo-labels

Similar to other WSL methods, our methodology
is heavily influenced by initial pseudo-labels. LMs
generate highly reliable pseudo labels for coarsely
labeled datasets, as shown in Figure 2. However, la-
beling a fine-grained dataset with LM often leads to
poor performance, even with recent ZSL methods
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Figure 4: Experiments on fine-grained datasets. With a
few true labels, our methods improves drastically.

such as (Wang et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2020), only
taking laborious manual engineering. Meanwhile,
the hidden representations from LM have the poten-
tial to discriminate this fine-grained dataset without
adaptation. For instance, in Banking dataset (77
classes) and CLINC dataset (150 classes), exist-
ing zero-shot labeling methods and WSL methods,
including CELDA, output unsatisfactory perfor-
mances as seen in 4.

CELDA can address this limitation by incor-
porate concepts from active learning (AL) which
annotates a few selected samples with true labels
through a human-in-the-loop pipeline. Specifically,
we annotate n-shot samples per class (total n× |Y|
samples) that are closest to each centroid. Then,
we annotate whole sentences in each cluster with
the true label from the closest sample and re-train
LDA as usual. While this selection approach is
quite simple, it selects highly-meaningful samples
from the unlabeled dataset, significantly improv-
ing the performance of CELDA sharply with min-
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Figure 5: Correlation between the number of clusters
and the performance.

imal human annotated samples. As depicted in
Figure 4, we revealed that labeling 8 shots per class
on fine-grained datasets significantly enhances the
performance (by nearly 50% on average), where
traditional methods tend to struggle.

6.3 Number of Clusters
We conducted an additional investigation of
CELDA to analyze its the underlying mechanism.
We utilize T5-large as a backbone mode and tested
on AGNews dataset. Figure 5 illustrates the cor-
relation between the number of clusters and the
performance. We can confirm that the performance
improves as the number of clusters increases, but
slowly deteriorates when the number of clusters
increases too much. As the total number of clus-
ter increases, the samples belonging to each clus-
ter decreases. Accordingly, entropy weight esti-
mated from Eq. 4 becomes unreliable hurting the
effectiveness of the overall data cleansing process.
Based on this result, we set number of clusters to
16× |Y|.

7 Conclusion

This work presents CELDA, a practical framework
for employing a black-box language model. We
have sought room for improvement in three orthog-
onal directions: (1) Utilizing language models with
high-quality representations (from the last layer
and logit distribution). (2) Filtering unreliable data
samples from the noisy dataset. (3) Recursively
trains LDA, which is robust to noisy samples and
avoids over-fitting by minimizing the overall model
parameters. By fusing these elements, we demon-

strate the significant performance of CELDA on
sundry classification tasks and its scalability with
the language model size. In our follow-up study, we
aim to employ sample-wise entropy from pseudo-
labeling in the data cleansing phase instead of uti-
lizing the entropy of the cluster, which is highly
course-grained. We expect that looking at fine-
grained sample-wise entropy can yield a more pre-
cise data filtering effect, reducing meaningful sam-
ples from being dropped.

8 Limitations

While our method demonstrates strong perfor-
mance in our experimental setups, potential issues
may arise when the characteristics of the available
unlabeled dataset drastically change. For one ex-
ample, if the scale of the available dataset is too
small, the effectiveness of our clustering-based data
filtering may fall drastically, leading to poor per-
formance. Or, if the dataset is highly unbalanced,
our model cannot acquire information about sev-
eral specific classes. One way to compensate for
this shortcoming is to use an externally imported
corpus or dataset, similar to other ZSL or WSL
methods. Another drawback of CELDA is that the
final performance is highly dependent on the per-
formance of the initial pseudo label, as shown in
ablation. Nevertheless, as demonstrated in our ab-
lation studies, we can remedy this issue by labeling
a few samples, like active learning.
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Appendix

A Dataset Description

In our experiments we use 8 different benchmark
datasets which include topic classification, intent
classification, question classification, and binary
sentiment classification datasets.
DBpeida (Brümmer et al., 2016) is an ontology
classification dataset with DBpedia documents and
14 topics. It is a balanced dataset containing 40,000
training data and 5,000 testing data per class.
Yahoo (Zhang et al., 2015) dataset is composed of
a pair of questions and answers and a topic of it.
AGNews (Zhang et al., 2015) is a news topic clas-
sification dataset from AG’s news corpus with 4
different classes.
IMDb (Maas et al., 2011) is a binary movie review
dataset for sentiment classification.
SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013) is for detecting the
sentiment of a single sentence of the movie review.
Amazon (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013) is a re-
view dataset Amazon from various domains (e.g.,
electronic stuff) for sentiment classification.
Banking77 (Casanueva et al., 2020) a intent clas-
sification dataset which comprises fine-grained 77
intents in a single banking domain regarding cus-
tomer service queries.
CLINC (Larson et al., 2019) is for classifying an
intention of queries in dialog systems. The classes
of CLINC dataset cover a total of 150 classes in 10
different domains and one out-of-scope class.

B Detailed Implementation Details

In pseudo label initialization of training data, a
zero-shot prediction ability of T5 is utilized with a
template and verbalizers. Expanded label words are
used as verbalizers in experiments of main datasets
for rich logit representations and pseudo labels.
We also take a template with a mask to get mask
logit values of pre-defined verbalizers from the pre-
trained T5 model.
Templates and Verbalizers: We apply manual
templates from OpenPrompt (Ding et al., 2021) in
zero-shot pseudo-labeling which are listed in Table
4. To annotate samples with pseudo-labeling, ex-
panded label words constructed by KPT (Hu et al.,
2021) are employed for each task (see Table 5). For
Banking77 and CLINC dataset, we use true label
words without any expansion due to their abundant
classes (77 and classes).

Environments and Utilized Libraries: We uti-
lize 8 RTX A6000 (48GB) GPUs for the experi-
ments. When we extract initial pseudo labels and
representations, KPT framework (Hu et al., 2021)
in a zero-shot setting is used with OpenPrompt
(Ding et al., 2021) library. Among various sizes
of T5 models, we utilize T5-large, T5-3B, and T5-
11B from Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) library
in Huggingface. The batch size is set adaptively
depending on the average length of each dataset
and the size of T5. KMeans code from https://
github.com/subhadarship/kmeans_pytorch li-
brary is also used in CELDA.

C Comparison with SimPTC

As an implementation detail of SimPTC (Fei et al.,
2022a), both the train and test datasets are used in
fitting Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model (BGMM)
by considering them as a set of unlabeled data.
Then, SimPTC measures the accuracy of the test
dataset, which is a portion of the unlabeled dataset
used in training GMM. It is different from our set-
ting of using only a train dataset to train LDA.
Thus we additionally experiment with the setting
of SimPTC.

Since SimPTC mainly uses SimCSE (Gao et al.,
2021) supervised RoBERTa large (Liu et al., 2019)
embeddings in their experiments, we also extract
embeddings and construct pseudo labels of samples
with SimCSE supervised RoBERTa large. Sim-
CSE supervised RoBERTa significantly loses its
ability of predicting masked words while fine-
tuned with contrastive objective without MLM.
Thus we could not perform mask prediction based
zero-shot pseudo labeling with SimCSE supervised
RoBERTa large. Instead, we initialize pseudo la-
bels with Encode & Match, a process of generating
pseudo-label, proposed by SimPTC, which assign
a pseudo-label to each input embedding with class
anchor sentence embeddings. Consequently, ini-
tial pseudo labels of samples are identical for both
CELDA and SimPTC.

We follow SimPTC’s design of the experiment in
reproducing its performance. The experiment with
CELDA is performed without the representation
augmentation since verbalizer logit representation
is unavailable.

According to the results in Table 6, CELDA
outperforms SimPTC in most of the experiments.
Especially, CELDA displays a better accuracy in
most cases when we utilize only a train split dataset
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Task type Dataset Template

Sentiment IMDb, SST2, Amazon It was [MASK]. [input sentence]

Topic

DBPedia [input sentence] is a [MASK].
Yahoo A [MASK] question : [input sentence]
AGNews A [MASK] news : [input sentence]
Banking77, CLINC [ Category : [MASK]] [input sentence]

Table 4: Pre-defined templates for each task.

Dataset Verbalizer (True label word: Expanded words)

IMDb, SST2,
Amazon

negative: bad,abysmal,adverse,alarming,angry,annoy, anxious, worthless,wound,yell,yucky, ...
positive: good,absolutely,accepted,acclaimed,accomplish, wealthy,welcome,well,whole, ...

DBPedia

company: corporation, company, corp, shareholder, enterprise, conglomerate, firm, ...
school: school, education, university, academy, college, teacher, classroom, ...
...
book: novel, publication, book, fiction, publishing, author, prose, magazine, text, novella, ...

Yahoo

society: society, culture, civilization, philosophy, association, anthropology, guild, subculture, ...
science: science, mathematics, biology, mathematician, scientist, calculus, geometry, ...
...
politics: politics, government, governance, administration, law, democracy, aristotle, state, ...

AGNews

politics: politics,government,diplomatic,law,aristotle,diplomatical,governance,republic, ...
sports: sports,athletics,gymnastics,sportsman,competition,cycling,soccer,tennis,game, ...
...
technology: technology,engineering,science,biotechnology,internet,nanotechnology, ...

Table 5: Pre-defined verbalizers for each task.

which is a usual case in machine learning. Even in
using both train and test datasets as an unlabeled
dataset, CELDA outperforms SimPTC in most of
the results. While LDA in CELDA shares covari-
ance among classes, GMM in SimPTC computes
a covariance matrix for each class. It causes over-
fitting on training samples and results in poor per-
formance in test cases. For CELDA, the overall
performance of two different settings are stable
with a tied-covariance. Since SimPTC uses tied-
covariance setting for IMDb and Amazon datasets,
the performance of SimPTC and CELDA are close
in both cases.
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Split Method DBPedia (14) Yahoo (10) AGNews (4) IMDb (2) SST2 (2) Amazon (2)

Train
SimPTC 67.22 ± 0.5 50.60 ± 0.1 85.53 ± 0.4 88.13 ± 0.0 89.99 ± 0.3 94.46 ± 0.2

CELDA 83.43 ± 0.1 61.34 ± 0.9 88.82 ± 0.5 87.11 ± 0.1 90.18 ± 0.2 94.50 ± 0.1

+ Test
SimPTC 80.43 ± 0.0 63.13 ± 0.0 85.82 ± 0.1 88.47 ± 0.0 88.8 ± 0.2 94.38 ± 0.1

CELDA 83.47 ± 0.2 62.62 ± 0.1 88.09 ± 0.4 87.62± 0.1 89.91 ± 0.1 94.39 ± 0.1

Table 6: Experimental results on 6 datasets with SimCSE-Roberta-Large. While our method constantly exhibits
similar performance with or without a test split, SimPTC’s decision boundary does not align well without the test
split, meaning that the model is prone to overfitting.
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